Assignment
Due July 20 or 21

To practice preparing your poster, please make a single slide in PowerPoint with the background and basic layout of your poster. You may use another program if that is more familiar to you. A suggested size for the poster is 36” tall by 48” wide. The poster should include a title bar with all authors and affiliations, a background design, and layout of text boxes with appropriate headings such as introduction, results, etc. You do not have to put actual text in the boxes besides the headings (you could copy a dummy text, such as “this is a text sample”, multiple times if you would like to see what the text will look like). The same goes for figures.

Please print a color copy of your poster on 8.5” x 11” paper (select ‘scale fit to paper’ on print window for PCs or adjust scale under page setup for Macs) and bring to class on July 21 or email your poster to Jennifer Patterson at jp98@u.washington.edu by 5PM on July 20 (note this is the day before class). If you use email, put your last name in the title so that the posters can be easily distinguished.

This exercise is designed to allow you to practice preparing a poster and get familiar with software for making posters before it is close to the final deadline. However, it is not expected to contain specific information on your project at this point. Individual feedback will be provided for each poster.